
BY LYDIA SAAD

The high cost of fuel has eclipsed Iraq
as the second highest ranking issue on
Gallup's monthly "Most Important

Problem" list, after roughly tying Iraq at No.
2 in May, and ranking third prior to that. The
25% citing fuel and energy prices in June as
the nation's top problem is up from 17% in
May and 6% in January.

According to the June 9-12 Gallup Poll,
the economy/jobs retains its position as No.
1, with the percentage of Americans citing
the overall economic climate exceeding 40%
for the fifth straight month. Top-of-mind
concern about the Iraq conflict, now 20%, is
down slightly from the start of the year, and
is much lower than it was a year ago.

Trends
Total economic mentions are about as

high today as they have been at any time
since the start of George W. Bush's presiden-
cy in January 2001.

The highest proportion citing the econo-
my as the most important problem in the
Bush era was 48% in May 2003 and April
2008. However, on a longer-term basis,
Americans' current level of eco-
nomic concern -- based on their
"most important problem"
response -- still lags behind what
Gallup found at times between
1982 and early 1984, and from
1991 to 1992 (as well as in
1945). This may reflect the fact
that there are other substantial
issues of concern to the public
right now (Iraq and gas prices)
that compete with the economy
for the public's focus, which may
not have been the case at other
times.

The contrast between Americans' focus
on problems today versus in the past is even
more striking in terms of fuel prices and
other cost-of-living issues. Currently 25% of
Americans mention fuel prices, specifically,
and an additional 6% mention the related
issue of inflation or the high cost of living
generally as the nation's top problem. That
falls well below the 50% or more of
Americans citing these issues at multiple
times between 1973 and 1981. In October
1978 a remarkable 83% of Americans cited
inflation or fuel prices as the nation's top
problem.

Satisfaction near rock bottom
The same poll finds only 14% of

Americans saying they are satisfied with the
way things are going in the United States
today, only two percentage points off the
record low reported by Gallup in 1979. This
month's satisfaction figure is identical to last
month's, but is down from 24% in January.

The last time a majority of Americans
were satisfied with the direction of the coun-
try was in January 2004. Except for a few
brief rebounds, Americans' satisfaction with

the way things are going in the country has
essentially been in decline since early 2002.

Most of the recent decline in U.S. satis-
faction can be attributed to Republicans
who, after maintaining a relatively high level
of satisfaction in 2007, finally succumbed to
a more negative perspective in 2008.
Currently, 26% of Republicans say they are
satisfied with the direction of the country,
compared with 8% of Democrats and 9% of
independents. Thus, the only way satisfac-
tion could drop much further is if
Republicans become even more discouraged
about the nation -- unlikely with a
Republican still in the White House.

Bottom Line
Americans' satisfaction with the country

is about depleted, their focus on energy costs
as the nation's top problem appears to be ris-
ing, and their concerns about the economy,
generally, and the Iraq situation are not
going away.
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he whole idea of a chain as a newspaper manage-

ment concept is that resources may be reallocated

from a paper with strong revenues to another with

weaker.  But which one of us, as readers, and as citizens of a

community, would be satisfied to have our community paper

weakened, its staff and supplies and its ability to present a

cohesive image of our community activities to us all dimin-

ished, so that another community's paper, belonging to the

same chain, perhaps one more favored by a faraway corporate

manager, would thrive?  This is why Hendry and Glades coun-

ties need a Sunday News that they can truly call their own.

Upcoming is a scheduled review
of the performance of Hendry
county’s top man, the county

administrator, by the Board of County
commissioners.

There isn’t a single thing to com-
mend Wayne O’Neal’s continuity of
employment here.

He was coached for his interview a
year ago by a local person who shall
remain nameless, and gave such a mis-
leading interview that two of the com-
missioners selecting him used the same

phrase to explain their choice: both said
he would “hit the ground running.”

That impression he gave was false,
and it was done under false pretenses.  

He is woefully under energized and
inexperienced for the world we find so
easy and comfortable to work in.  He is
a bewildered man.  He has shown no
leadership nor even contributed perti-
nent ideas.  He wasted time and the
energy of colleagues “negotiating” with
the City of LaBelle without taking care
to keep track of how his commissioners

felt about what he was doing, and all
that work was scuttled.

He has had no success in preparing
this county for economic hard times.

There is little to commend this sitting
board of commissioners, Bo Pelham,
Janet Taylor, Kevin McCarthy, Bill
Maddox and Darrell Harris, for their
ability in this paramount duty of com-
missioners: to pick administrators.
Over the years it has seemed the sitting
administrators who should have been
managed by the commissioners instead

had the commissioners wrapped around
their fingers.  One result is unwarranted
high pay scales.  More often than not,
board indecision has resulted in pro-
longed vacancies.  A county attorney
vacancy game of cat and mouse went
on for two years with these commis-
sioners.  

There is only a short time before a
new commission takes office in
November, not enough time for this
board to replace O’Neal.  O’Neal
should be removed; he is a waste of

money.  
The assistant county administrator

should become interim county adminis-
trator with no discussion of any salary
increase.  The performance of this
administration of the period of the last
year has been largely the responsibility
of the assistant county administrator, a
troubled performance that has earned
neither promotion nor reward.  The
process of filling the top job should be
left entirely to the incoming commis-
sioners.

Differing on Creationism

Republicans by 60% likely to believe humans created as-is
10,000 years ago, 4% accept evolution

Fuel prices No. 2 Concern

The economy/jobs still the top-mentioned problem facing America

Gallup's findingsGallup's findings

BY FRANK NEWPORT

There is a significant politi-
cal divide in beliefs about
the origin of human

beings, with 60% of
Republicans saying humans
were created in their present
form by God 10,000 years ago, a
belief shared by only 40% of
independents and 38% of
Democrats.

Gallup has been asking this
three-part question about the ori-
gin of humans since 1982.
Perhaps surprisingly to some,
the results for the broad sample
of adult Americans show very
little change over the years.

Between 43% and 47% of
Americans have agreed during
this 26-year time period with the
creationist view that God created
human beings pretty much in
their present form at one time
within the last 10,000 years or
so. Between 35% and 40% have
agreed with the alternative
explanation that humans
evolved, but with God guiding
the process, while 9% to 14%
have chosen a pure secularist
evolution perspective that
humans evolved with no guid-
ance by God.

The significantly higher per-
centage of Republicans who
select the creationist view
reflects in part the strong rela-
tionship between religion and
views on the origin of humans.

Republicans are significantly
more likely to attend church
weekly than are others, and
Americans who attend church
weekly are highly likely to select
the creationist alternative for the
origin of humans.

Implications
Although it is not a front-

burner issue (particularly in light
of the economy and the price of
gasoline) the issue of teaching
evolution in schools came up on
the campaign trail last year, and
could resurface in one way or
the other between now and the
November election.

Presumptive Republican
nominee John McCain is facing
the challenge of gaining the con-
fidence and enthusiasm of con-
servative Republicans. Turnout
among this group could be an
important factor in determining
the final vote outcome in a num-
ber of key swing states. As seen
here, Republicans are in general
sympathetic to the creationist
explanation of the origin of
humans, and if the issue of what
is taught in schools relating to
evolution and creationism sur-
faces as a campaign issue,
McCain's response could turn
out to be quite important.

Survey Methods
Results are based on tele-

phone interviews with 1,017
national adults, aged 18 and
older, conducted May 8-11,

DETAILS OF THE DEAL
How much land is involved?

Approximately 187,000 acres.
What is the sale price? $1.75

billion.
How was the purchase price

determined? The price was
negotiated with the South
Florida Water Management
District (SFWMD).

Where is the land located? In
Palm Beach, Hendry and Glades
and Gilchrist counties

What assets are involved?
The land and assets of United
States Sugar Corporation includ-
ing sugarcane land, sugar mill,
refinery, citrus plant, citrus nurs-
ery, rock mines, railroad and
railcars and all equipment.

What subsidiaries are
involved? Southern Gardens
Citrus and South Central Florida
Express.

Will there be any trade of
land between the current U.S.
Sugar land and other owners in
the area? Some land swaps are
being negotiated.

HOW THE DEAL CAME
TOGETHER

When did negotiations begin /
end? Negotiations are now
ongoing for the specific details
to implement the Statement of
Principles signed today.

How did the deal come to the
table? A proposal came from the
Governor Crist suggesting the
SFWMD buy all of U.S. Sugar’s
assets.

When will the agreement go
into effect? A contract will be
signed within 75 days of the
announcement and a closing is
anticipated in November.

Why did the company agree
to this now? First and foremost,
we never would have considered
a sale if did not involve what
appears to be a fair price for our
shareholders. We have been
farming this area for nearly 80
years and were prepared to con-
tinue those operations for
decades to come.

We felt the Governor’s
unique proposal offers a tremen-
dous benefit to both the State of
Florida and to our shareholders.
The state proposal was the first,
serious, significant offer to buy
everything -- lock, stock and
barrel. Increased regulatory con-
cerns and several consecutive
years of hurricane and drought
impacts played a role.  This is
indeed a bittersweet decision

after four generations of farming
this land and being an industry
leader in South Florida. This
agreement should allow remain-
ing agriculture to be sustainable
for the future.

Who has to approve the deal?
On the Company’s side, our
Board of Directors and stock-
holders. Additionally, the
Governing Board of the South
Florida Water Management
District will need to approve the
deal.

EMPLOYEES
How many employees will be

affected? The Company has
1,700 employees. A determina-
tion of whether any individual
assets such as the sugar mill or
the citrus plant continue to run
will be determined at a later date
by the South Florida Water
Management District. Those
decisions will determine the
number of employees affected.

What kinds of jobs? Farm and
factory jobs, administrative and
professional jobs.

What kind of benefits will
employees who stay with the
Company until the end of opera-
tions receive? We must offer
some type of incentive to retain
our employees to operate our
farms and our mill/refinery/cit-
rus operations until our business
obligations have been fulfilled.
The hourly package must be
negotiated with our Union and
the salaried retention will be
determined in conjunction with
those negotiations. Each full-
time employee will receive a
compensation package. The pre-
cise details have not yet been
determined.

Are they any kind of job
placement / relocation / job
training efforts being made?

Governor Crist has ordered
state agencies to assist with eco-
nomic development and job cre-
ation in the region.

What is the time line for turn-
ing over business operations to
the South Florida Water

Management District? There
is a six-year transitional period,
unless extended by the agree-
ment of the parties.

How much are senior execu-
tives making from this deal? Are
they getting golden parachutes?
We are a major agribusiness
company with competitive exec-
utive compensation packages
like any other major business.
Contracts will be honored and

compensation will be negotiated.

EFFECTS ON LOCAL
COMMUNITIES

What local communities are
affected? Our employees live in
a diverse area from West Palm
Beach to Okeechobee to Ft.
Myers and around the Glades.
The impact will be spread out so
that no one community is entire-
ly affected. However, we hope
that our local leaders will see
this as an opportunity to help
determine their future destiny
and look at ways to take advan-
tage of whatever new economic
and environmental opportunities
might arise from this partnership
with the State. For instance, the
remainder of farmers in the
EAA will have improvements in
their business because environ-
mental issues will be solved
with land from U.S. Sugar.
There will be housing and recre-
ational opportunities as well as
the possibility that environment-
enhancing businesses will come
to the area (e.g. bio-fuels, eco-
tourism).

How will this affect the local
economy? State agencies have
been asked to create a special
initiative to boost economic
activity and create new jobs in
the region.

Is U.S. Sugar providing any
assistance? We will work with
state agencies as well as provide
a six-year transition period and
severance compensation for
employees.

THE LAND
What is the condition of the

land? Is it contaminated with
nutrients and pesticides?

While most of this land has
been actively farmed for 50-75
years, all of our operations meet
all state and federal regulations
and requirements.

Who will manage the land in
the interim? U.S. Sugar will
continue to farm and manage the
land consistent with its previous
business practices.

How will the land be used for
environmental projects? How do
you reconcile this sale with
many earlier statements that a
flow-way won't work? It will be
up to the SFWMD to evaluate
how the land is best utilized for
the myriad of restoration pro-
jects on the board.

U.S. Sugar's summary of the deal


